
The sources of the CIRB have been identified...

ISO – 15 µm
Elbaz et al. 99

CIRB

Hughes et al. 98

 SCUBA - 850 µm

MIPS
Spitzer – 24 µm
Chary et al. 04

Puget et al. 96,
Hauser & Dwek 98

 COBE - 240 µm



LIRGs dominate
the CSFR above

z=0.6

At z=1: 70 % CSFR
LIRGs = 60 %

ULIRGs = 10 %

ULIRGs

total

LIR <1011L

Compilation by Hopkins 2004

LIR >1011L

Le Floc’h et al (2005)

Comoving IR luminosity density LIRGs/ULIRGs times ~70 @ z~1

LIR(z=0)~7.8x106 LMpc-3 --> LIR(z=1)~ 500x106 LMpc-3 LIRGs & ULIRGs

Chary & Elbaz (2001) based on ISO, same result from Spitzer (Le Floc’h et al 2005)



LIRGs= a phase in galaxy evolution, not a peculiar galaxy population

1) Fraction of present-day stars born in LIRG phase ?
-> Chary & Elbaz (2001),...

2) What stellar mass fraction is born during this phase ?
How long does this phase last ?

 Marcillac et al (2005, in prep) + Charlot, Hammer, Cesarsky, Flores, Liang

3) What triggers the LIRG phase ?
-> Moy & Elbaz (2005), + GOODS consortium
LIRGs as a key to understand Large-Scale Structure formation ?...

4) The role of obscured AGNs

The role of LIRGs in galaxy and cluster formation



1- LIRGs and cosmic star formation



LIRGs and cosmic star formation



LIRGs and cosmic star formation



Ω*

Ω*= integral of CSFR for IMF of Gould, Bahcall, Flynn (1996)

AGN fraction supposed to be = 20 % (Fadda et al 2002)

LIRGs and cosmic star formation



Ω*

Data from Dickinson et al. (2003)

LIRGs and cosmic star formation



Ω*

50 % stars born z<1.5 (70 % universe age)
36 % @ z<1 (57 %)
67 % @ z<2 (76 %)

Proportion of present-day stars born in LIRGs > 50 %
==> Common phase experienced by all/most galaxies...

LIRGs and cosmic star formation



Role of the IMF

Ω*



3 - Nature of LIRGs from their
optical stellar spectra



Nature of LIRGs

<M*>~5x1010 M



VLT-FORS2 study of 22 z~0.7 LIRGs
(Marcillac et al. 05, in prep.)

(H8, D4000) <-> 200,000 synthetic spectra  (Bayesian statistics)
with different star formation histories (cf Kauffmann et al. 03 SDSS)

Synthetic spectra:

-Fraction burst (fb)

-burst duration (τb)

- dust attenuation: µ, τ:
t*<107yr: τλ=τvx(5500/λ)0.7

t*>107yr:τλ=µτv (5500/λ)0.7

(Charlot & Fall 2000)

- Z/Z=0.5-1.5

- galaxy age and slope of
continuous star formation
[SFRcont∝ exp(-γt)]

Observed spectrum of LIRG @ z=0.7094, SFR= 40 Mʘyr-1



H8 - D4000



VLT-FORS2 study of 22 z~0.7 LIRGs
(Marcillac et al. 05, in prep)

200 000 Monte Carlo 
Synthetic spectra
Bruzual & Charlot (2003)

Distant LIRGs

Advantage of H8 with
respect to Hδ:
- smaller contribution from
underlying nebular emission
-Bluer, easier to detect
in distant galaxies

Red line= continuous star
formation

The loops in orange=
Starburst phase
(starting after 2 or 5 Gyr)



Probability distribution functions

(Kauffmann et al 03) 
   SDSS 

LIRGs
@ z~0.7

Burst~0.1 Gyr

All galaxies PDFs added together

x5M/Lz=0.3

Burst duration M/Lz



Stellar properties of distant LIRGs

• b parameter: SFR/<SFR> = 5 +/-3

• Burst duration ~ 108 years

• Burst stellar mass fraction ~ 5-10 %

• M/Lz ~ 0.3  (SDSS 1.6)

• Stellar masses:          <M*> ~ 5 x1010 M



Multiple bursts ?

If a LIRG phase produces ~10 % of M* or less
and globally more than 50 % of present-day stars
=> several LIRG phases / galaxy ...



LIRGs and large-scale structures

1- A galaxy cluster in formation ?
2- Another explanation than

interactions as a source of triggering ?



GOODS 
Great Observatories Origins
Deep Survey
Spitzer-MIPS 24 µm
100’2
> 30 µJy
PI M.Dickinson
(Spitzer)
M.Giavalisco
(HST-ACS)



2 point auto-correlation function (GOODSN)

S24>100µJy S24>200µJy

w(θ)= [ DD(θ) - 2 DR(θ) + DD(θ)] / RR(θ), where θ: degrees, D: data, R: random
DD= distance data-data
DR= distance data-randomly distributed object

Dotted lines: 100 Monte-Carlo realizations
Red line: Spitzer-MIPS 24 µm galaxies

No excess correlation for GOODS sources.
Projection effect ?... ==> study in 3D 

J.Blaizot



ISOCAM was able to detect LIRGs up to z~1



GOODS can detect
galaxies with SFR > 1 M

/yr -> z=1

GOODS
24 µm



GOODS can detect
galaxies with SFR > 1 M

/yr -> z=1

GOODS
24 µm

z=0.848
z=1.017



Redshift peaks as tracers of LSS



Redshift peaks as tracers of LSS

z=1.017

z=0.848



redshift peak @ z~1.017
1813 galaxies with 
spectroscopic z in 
GOODSN field:
TKRS (Wirth et al)
Cohen et al
Hawaii team

homogeneously 
distributed

15 Mpc

10 Mpc

15 Mpc

10 Mpc



redshift peak @ z~1.017
<z> = 1.017

89 galaxies have
z=[1.00739,1.02541]

filamentary structure

σv= 333 km/s

15 Mpc

10 Mpc



A cluster in formation ?
<z> = 1.017

89 galaxies have
z=[1.00739,1.02541]

26 LIRGs, 3 ULIRGs

= 1/3 of galaxies 
with z in peak !



A cluster in formation ?
<z> = 1.017

89 galaxies have
z=[1.00739,1.02541]

26 LIRGs, 3 ULIRGs

= 1/3 all galaxies !

Central FrI typical of 
cluster environment 
+ extended Chandra 
X-ray emission
(Brandt et al) 

filament = trigger ?



LIRGs and self-similarity in galaxy clusters

If clusters formed through gravitation => scaling law : Q ∝A(z)Tx
α

Scaling laws are observed but differ from theory…
Specific entropy: S=kTx/ne

2/3

Entropy -> accretion history of the gas + imprint of other processes

non-gravitational processes
required:
-pre-heating by SN/AGN before
accretion of the gas ?
-Internal heating after accretion
and cooling ?
-SN heating during collapse ?

S∝Tx, theory

S∝Tx
0.65, observed

Entropy excess
Ponman et al 03



Large-scale structure @ z=0.848

142 galaxies
z=[0.83459,0.85451]

σv= 588 km/s



Large-scale structure @ z=0.848

142 galaxies 
z=[0.83459,0.85451]

σv= 588 km/s

34 LIRGs

24 % galaxies in peak

LIRGs trace LSS more
efficiently than X-rays
at high z



Probability of interactions

Nb int/Gyr= 4x10-4  (Ri/100 kpc)2 (σv/600km.s-1) (ρgal/0.02 Mpc-3)
= dV x ρgal

142 galaxies x 4x10-4 Gyr-1x 0.1 Gyr = 6x10-3 interactions
instead of the 34 LIRGs observed

if the galaxies were moving randomly in the structure...
Either galaxies « feel » not only clusters but also filaments or another

triggering mechanism has to be considered...

dV



Cosmic X-ray background and the role of
heavily obscured AGNs

Worsley, Fabian et al (2005)
50 % of CXB still unresolved above 8 keV
Would be due to heavily obscured AGNs missed by Chandra with 1023-24 cm-2

This population would
only be responsible for
10-20 % of the mass
of local massive BHs.



LIRGs= a phase in galaxy evolution, not a peculiar galaxy population

1) A large fraction of present-day stars were born in a LIRG phase

2) This phase last on average 0.1 Gyr and produces 5-10 % M*

LIRGs @ z~1 have <M*>= 5x1010 M and SFR/<SFR> = 5 +/-3
-> Marcillac et al. (2005)

3) LIRGs lie preferentially in filaments. Dichotomy field/cluster
And ~30 % of filament galaxies with z spec. in the LIRG phase...
Proto-cluster at z=1.017 ? They might be responsible for the Fe

enrichment as well as the excess entropy of the ICM
-> Moy & Elbaz (2005), Elbaz et al (2005) + GOODS consortium

4) The role of Compton-thick AGNs might be underestimated
-> Symbol X (hard X-ray up to 100 keV)

Conclusions



Herschel - GOODS ?

Herschel Guaranteed Time deepest surveys:
3 mJy  -  300’2 - 54 hours
0.6 mJy - 16’2 - 91 hours

To reach the 0.1 mJy sensitivity limit:
48 600 hours to cover GOODS 300’2

while Spitzer GOODS = 132 hours with MIPS
370 times longer...

--> ALMA...


